Conflict-driven clause learning is currently the most efficient complete algorithm for satisfiability solving. However, a conflict-directed backtrack deletes potentially large portions of the current assignment that have no direct relation with the conflict. In this paper, we show that the CDCL algorithm can be generalized with a partial ordering on decision levels. This allows keeping levels that would otherwise be undone during backtracking under the usual total ordering. We implement partial ordering CDCL in a state-of-the-art CDCL solver and show that it significantly ameliorates satisfiability solving on some series of benchmarks.
Introduction
Conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) [15] is a very efficient algorithm for solving the propositional satisfiability problem, currently used in virtually all complete state-of-the-art SAT solvers. For each conflict, it deduces a new clause that will allow an early detection of future similar conflicts, thus helping to prune the search space. It also performs a conflict-directed backtracking, which may undo several decision levels at once in order to return faster to the cause of the conflict and propagate this new learnt clause as early as possible in the search tree.
Despite this approach was proved very effective, each conflict-directed backtrack deletes a possibly large amount of instantiations that have no direct connection with the detected conflict. Indeed, by definition, none of the deleted levels contains any variable from the conflict, except for the conflict level itself. In the worst case, these levels could even belong to a distinct connected component of the problem, meaning that they can't be affected by the conflict and the resulting assertion, even indirectly. This results in a partial loss of previous search work, which may delay the discovery of a model or of another conflict. CDCL may have to rebuild this part of the search and reprocess all propagations. Given that propagations are the most timeconsuming task of SAT solving, it is natural to try avoiding the destruction of instantiations that are still consistent with the current state. Several methods have been conceived to tackle this issue and minimize the amount of unrelated instantiations that are deleted, for instance tree decompositions [11, 4, 13, 6, 17] and phase saving [20] .
In this paper, we propose a novel variation of the CDCL algorithm that detects instantiations that would be undone by the regular algorithm but can be safely retained. This is achieved by relaxing the ordering between decision levels. Indeed, with the usual total order, conflict-directed backtracking must delete all levels above the assertion level in order to return to that level and propagate the conflict clause. We show that this total ordering is not required to maintain essential properties of the algorithm, and that a partial ordering reflecting dependencies between decision levels can be used instead. As a consequence, instantiations are only deleted by the conflict-directed backtracking if they actually interfere with the conflict resolution. Partial order backtracking [8, 16, 5] has previously been described for the Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP), but to the best of our knowledge, it has never been used in the context of SAT solving, moreover within the CDCL algorithm. This is the main contribution of our paper.
We also provide experimental results obtained by implementing partial order CDCL (PO-CDCL) in a state-of-the-art CDCL solver. We show that although PO-CDCL is not efficient on all SAT benchmarks, it seems to significantly reduce the solving trace on instances with a low partial order density, and that some benchmark series have a consistantly low density. Thus PO-CDCL manages to solve these series faster than the original CDCL solver.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 summarizes the CDCL algorithm. Section 3 quickly introduces previous related works, namely tree decompositions, phase saving and partial order CSP. Section 4 presents the algorithm of partial order CDCL and gives the proof of some of its essential properties. Finally, section 5 shows and analyzes experimental results obtained by our implementation of PO-CDCL.
Conflict-Driven Clause Learning
Let V be a set of variables and L = {v, ¬v | v ∈ V} the set of literals on V. A propositional formula in conjunctive normal form F(V, C) is defined by a set V of variables and a set C of clauses on V, each clause c ∈ C being a set of literals. An assignment σ ⊂ L is a set of nonconflicting literals considered true. σ can be extended and interpreted as a partial function associating boolean values to variables, literals, clauses and formulas. If σ is defined on v ∈ V, we will say that v is instantiated by σ; if it isn't, we will note σ(v) = undef. A total assignment σ on V is a model of the formula F(V, C) iff σ(F(V, C)) = true. Given a formula, the SAT problem consists in determining whether it is satisfiable, i.e. whether it has at least one model. The CDCL algorithm [15] determinates the satisfiability of a formula through a combination if c = NIL then /* a conflict was found during propagations */
5:
if λ = 0 then /* conflict at decision level 0 */
6:
return false /* F is unsatisfiable */ 7:
γ ← Analyze(c) /* infer the conflict clause γ */
9:
a ← AssertionLevel(γ, λ)
10:
Backtrack(a) /* backtrack to assertion level */
11:
λ ← a /* a becomes the current level */
12:
C ← C ∪ {γ} /* γ is learnt */
13:
PropagateAssertion(γ) 14: else /* no conflict during propagations */ 
of depth-first search and inference. Algorithm 1 presents a pseudocode of CDCL. The search part of the algorithm is conducted by repeatedly choosing instantiations to add to the current assignment σ (through the procedure Decide) until either all variables are instantiated or a conflict is reached. Conflicts are solved by undoing some of the last search choices. The inference engine used within CDCL is the unit propagation rule: for any clause c = {l 1 , . . . , l i } such that σ(l 1 ) = σ(l 2 ) = . . . = σ(l i−1 ) = false and σ(l i ) = undef, c entails l i under σ so l i is added to σ. c is called the antecedent of l i , noted α(l i ) = c. Unit propagation is exhaustively applied to all unit clauses by procedure Propagate before making any new decision. The n th decision and all unit propagations it entails form the n th decision level of the search; all propagations which were deduced without any decision belong to decision level 0. We will note λ(v) the decision level of a variable v and λ the current level of the search.
Propagate encounters a conflicts if it finds a clause c for which all literals are false under the current assignment σ. CDCL Analyzes this conflict and its reasons to produce a conflict clause γ which is also falsified by σ but only has one literal of current decision level λ. If λ = 0, then the conflict can't be avoided and F is unsatisfiable. Else γ defines an AssertionLevel a, which is the second largest decision level in this clause (Alg. 2). CDCL performs a Backtrack to the assertion level by entirely deleting all decision levels above a (Alg. 3). γ becomes unit, is propagated by PropagateAssertion, and Propagate is called again to deduce all possible inferences from this new instantiation. When a call to Propagate exhausts all unit propagations without encountering any conflict, a new decision is taken. If all variables have already been instantiated then σ is a model of F.
All modern CDCL solvers implement unit propagation using watched literals [18] , a method allowing a very efficient detection of unit propagations. Its pseudocode is shown by Alg. 4. As long as a clause has at least two literals that aren't false under σ, it can't be propagated. Therefore, for each clause c, CDCL keeps track of two of its literals ω(c) = {w 1 , w 2 } ⊆ c. For each new propagation l, CDCL checks all clauses c where ¬l is watched. If the second watched literal w is true under σ, then c is true and obviously can't be propagated; CDCL doesn't need to replace ¬l. Else, CDCL looks for another non-false literal w to watch instead of ¬l. If it can't find one, either w is false (and c is a conflict), or w is undefined. In the latter case, c is unit and w is added to σ.
Checking clauses for propagations (lines 4 to 17 of Alg. 4) is the innermost loop of the Propagate procedure, which is generally by far the procedure in which the most time is spent during solving. Because of this, we will use in the rest of the paper the number of clause checks as a secondary indicator of solving efficiency, less implementation-dependent than solving time.
Note that the Backtrack procedure is described here as implemented in zChaff [18] and Glucose [2] for instance. One of the original CDCL solvers GRASP [15] uses a less destructive backtracking: it generally only deletes the last decision level and instantiates the assertion as a new "pseudo-decision". It only performs an actual conflict-directed backtracking when the decision at the conflict level is already a pseudo-decision itself. Although pseudo- 
for c ∈ C | ¬l is watched in c do 5: w ← the second watched literal in c 6: if σ(w) = true then 7 :
/* Ω is the set of literals that could replace ¬l */
9:
if Ω = ∅ then /* no other literal in c can be watched */ Π ← Π \ {l} 19: return N IL /* no conflict occured */ decisions allow the use of less destructive backtracks, they are propagations stored in a pseudolevel without any other literal of their antecedent. Therefore they can be deleted without these causes, leaving an undetected unit clause. GRASP-type backtracks thus do not ensure that all possible unit propagations have been performed before taking a new decision, unlike backtracks used in zChaff and Glucose. As a result, conflicts discovered by GRASP can involve clauses that were already unit several decision levels earlier, which means these conflicts could have been avoided much earlier in the search by an exhaustive unit propagation. As unit propagations are crucial for efficiently pruning the search space, we suspect that the incompleteness of unit propagations in GRASP is partly responsible for its lower performance wrt. zChaff ( [18] , Section 4.4.4. of [14] ). Enforcing complete unit propagations within a GRASP backtrack type would require to exhaustively check all clauses after each conflict, which may be time expensive, and would still cause pseudo-decisions. In contrast, PO-CDCL aims to reduce the amount of instantiations undone during conflict-directed backtracking while keeping the exhaustive unit propagation property.
Related Works
Several methods have been proposed to directly or indirectly minimize the quantity of search progress lost during conflict-directed backtracking while solving SAT or CSP problems.
Some of them rely on tree decompositions [21] of the connectivity graph between variables. They constrain the order of decision variables so that the instance first breaks into several connected components, and then that the solving of one component can't undo instantiations in another component [11, 4, 13, 6, 12] . The main practical drawback is that challenging SAT problems are typically so large that computing a good decomposition becomes untractable [17] .
Phase saving [20] is a more heuristic and very lightweight approach. It simply memorizes the last polarity assigned to a variable and reuses it if the variable is picked for a decision. Phase saving actually doesn't prevent instantiations from being undone, but makes it possible to rediscover the deleted instantiations later and recover the search progress. This recovery however doesn't save the cost of repeating the time-consuming propagation phase. A set of CSP solving algorithms was designed with the goal of undoing less search progress than conflict-directed backjumping (CBJ) by relaxing the order between variables. While CBJ resolves a conflict by deleting all instantiations and restoring all eliminated values from the culprit variable on (the most recent variable in the nogood), dynamic backtracking (DB) [8] only undoes the culprit variable and restores only eliminated values where the culprit variable was part of the nogood. Partial order backtracking (POB) [16] uses the same backtrack as DB and additionally allows to pick any variable in the nogood as the culprit variable. To ensure termination, it however progressively sets permanent order constraints between variables. Both algorithms were hybridated [9] and generalized [5] .
Similarly to DB and POB, PO-CDCL undoes less search progress than regular conflictdirected algorithms, and like POB it allows some freedom in the choice of the assertion level. However, instead of setting definitive constraints on the order of variable instantiations, it sets local constraints on the order in which decision levels will be undone. Moreover, PO-CDCL is specifically adapted to various aspects of CDCL, such as the integration of unit propagations and the watched literal mechanism, which correctness implicitely relies on the total order between decision levels.
Finally, some techniques aim to enhance performances of SAT solvers by increasing the quantity of instantiations undone by backtracks [19, 3] , which is a totally opposite strategy wrt. PO-CDCL.
Partial Order CDCL
This section introduces PO-CDCL, a generalization of the usual CDCL that relies on a partial order on decision levels during the search. In the first subsection, we will present the algorithm of PO-CDCL, and in the second we will show amongst others that it is correct and complete and that it terminates.
Algorithm
Algorithm 1, that we used to describe CDCL, remains the backbone of PO-CDCL, but some of its elements are modified.
In the original CDCL, decision levels are assumed to be totally ordered such that i < j iff the decision of level i was set before the decision of level j. In PO-CDCL, we only set a strict partial ordering ∆ between decision levels. We will say that i is a dependency for j, or equivalently that j depends on i, and note i < ∆ j if (i, j) ∈ ∆. i ≤ ∆ j is the reflexive extension of < ∆ . i < ∆ j means that decision level i had an influence on propagations at level j. Consequently, level j should be deleted when level i is deleted or modified. Two cases of the Propagate procedure add dependencies between levels (see Alg. 5):
1. At lines 14 and 15, when a unit clause c = {l 1 , . . . , l i } propagates the literal l i , then this propagation at the current level obviously depends on all other levels occurring in c:
2. At line 7, when σ(w) = true, we add the dependency λ(w) < ∆ λ if λ(w) = λ. Indeed, in this case a clause c is checked because one of its watched literals ¬l is false, but ¬l doesn't 
for c ∈ C | ¬l is watched in c do 5: w ← the second watched literal in c 6: if σ(w) = true then 7:
:
11:
if Ω = ∅ then /* no other literal in c can be watched */
12:
if σ(w) = undef then /* c is unit */
13:
σ(w) ← true /* w is propagated by c*/ 14:
Π ← Π ∪ {w} 17:
return {c} /* c is a conflict */ 19:
choose w ∈Ω
21:
ω(c) ← {w, w } /* w is watched instead of ¬l */ 22:
Θ ← {λ(l) | l ∈ γ}\{λ} /* Θ is the set of levels involved in the conflict, except λ*/ Γ ← {i ∈ Θ, j ∈ Θ | i < ∆ j} /* Γ is the set of maximal elements in Θ */ choose a ∈ Γ return a need to be replaced because the second watched literal w is true. w is the reason why we can stop watching c for unit propagations, but we have to make sure that w will not be uninstantiated before ¬l, else c could become unit without being properly watched. This is impossible with a total order on decision levels but could happen with a partial order.
AssertionLevel also has to be modified, as indicated in Alg. 6. Partial order will allow some freedom in the choice of the assertion level. In CDCL, it is uniquely defined as the largest level in the set Θ = {λ(l) | l ∈ γ} \ {λ} of decision levels involved in the conflict clause, minus the current decision level. In PO-CDCL, due to the partial order, Θ may have several largest elements. Each of these largest elements is eligible as a valid assertion level, so that the assertion level can be arbitrarily picked amongst them. Finally, we also modify Backtrack (see Alg. 7) since the goal of our method is to undo less instantiations during this phase. CDCL resolves a conflict by undoing all instantiations which decision level is larger than the assertion level a. PO-CDCL performs a similar deletion, except that it only deletes decision levels i such that a < ∆ i (λ may not depend on a but must obviously be deleted in any case). This deletion ensures the antisymmetry of ∆: if a level i such
Algorithm 7 Backtrack(a) [PO-CDCL]
Λ ← the set of all decision levels
that a < ∆ i wasn't deleted, the search returning to level a may produce a propagation of level a depending on level i, so we would have simultaneously a < ∆ i and i < ∆ a. The antisymmetry of ∆ is crucial to ensure that the assertion level of a conflict is well-defined. Indeed, without this property, the set of decision levels involved in a conflict clause may not have any maximal element.
Note that we should also always enforce ∀i = 0, 0 < ∆ i; else, when backtracking to level 0, it would be possible to make a propagation at top-level which depends on a decision.
Properties
In this subsection, we will prove some properties of PO-CDCL, including that it is correct, complete and that it terminates. Most other properties we will prove are implicit or obvious properties within the original CDCL, but are less straightforward in the case of a partial order.
Proof. Algorithm 5 only adds dependencies to the current decision level λ. To show the antisymmetry of ∆, it is thus sufficient to prove that no other level depends on λ at the moment it becomes the current level. λ can be a newly created decision level, in which case it has initially no dependency. Else, the search returned to λ because it has been chosen as the assertion level for some conflict. Then Backtrack deleted all decision levels which depended on λ. In both cases, no non-empty level depends on λ. Proof. The only way to make a propagation invalid would be to delete a level to which a literal from its antecedent belongs, without deleting the level of the propagation itself. Dependencies added in Alg. 5 when a propagation occurs ensure that such a case can't happen.
Definition 2.
A SAT solver is propagation-complete iff when its Propagate function stops without having detected a conflict, no more clause is unit. Lemma 1. Whenever Propagate terminates without encountering any conflict, the following propreties hold. All clauses not yet satisfied watch two undefined literals. Satisfied clauses may watch true, false, or undefined literals, but each clause watches at most one false literal. If a satisfied clause watches a false literal w 1 , the second watched literal w 2 is true, and λ(w 2 )≤ ∆ λ(w 1 ).
Proof. We will prove the lemma by recurrence on conflictless calls to Propagate.
Initialization: Before the initial propagation round of the search, all variables are uninstantiated, so all clauses are unsatisfied and watch two undefined variables. Assume a clause c whose two watched literals become false. Propagate will eventually check one on them and try to replace it by a true or undefined literal. If it fails, it means that the clause is already unsatisfiable before any decision was made, so the entire formula is unsatisfiable. If it succeeds, the clause now belongs to the next case. Now assume a clause c with only one false watched literal w 1 . If the second watched literal w 2 is true, then c is true and λ(w 1 ) = λ(w 2 ) = λ 0 so the property is true. If w 2 is undefined, Propagate will look for a second non-false literal w 3 . If there is one, c will watch w 3 instead of w 1 . Else, it means that the clause is unit, so w 2 is added to the current assignment and c is then a true clause watched by one true and one false literal of the same level.
Recurrence: Let's assume the property holds after the n th conflictless call to Propagate. If the property holds before the (n + 1) th conflictless call, then we can prove it still holds after this call using the same reasoning as for the initialization phase. However, there may be one or more conflictual calls between the n th and (n + 1) th conflictual call. We will now show by another recurrence that after the backtrack following any of these conflictual calls (but before the learnt clause is added to the formula) the recurrence is verified. Let's assume the property holded after the previous backtrack (or after the last conflictless call in the case of the initialization). When a conflict occurs, then several decision levels, including the current level, are undone. After a backtrack, all clauses are then either in a state verifying the recurrence property, or in a state reached by deinstantiating some literals from such a recurrence state. Let c be a clause, w 1 , w 2 its watched literals and σ, σ the partial assignments resp. before the conflictual call and after the following backtrack (so σ ⊆ σ).
• If σ(c) = undef, then by recurrence σ(w 1 ) = σ(w 2 ) = undef. Since σ ⊆ σ, σ (w 1 ) = σ (w 2 ) = undef so the property still holds.
• If σ(c) = true and σ(w 1 ) = false, then by recurrence σ(w 2 ) = true and λ(w 2 ) ≤ ∆ λ(w 1 ).
-If σ (w 2 ) = true, σ (c) = true and the property still holds regardless of σ (w 1 ).
-Else σ (w 2 ) = undef. Since λ(w 2 ) ≤ ∆ λ(w 1 ), σ (w 1 ) = undef, so the property holds regardless of σ (c).
• If σ(c) = σ (c) = true and σ(w 1 ), σ(w 2 ) = false, then the property holds regardless of σ (w 1 ) and σ (w 2 ).
• If σ(c) = true, σ(w 1 ), σ(w 2 ) = false and σ (c) = undef, then σ (w 1 ) = σ (w 2 ) = undef so the property holds.
Corollary 2. After a conflictless run of Propagate, no clause is false under the current assignment.
Proposition 3. PO-CDCL is propagation-complete.
Proof. According to Lem. 1, after a conflictless run of Propagate, all unsatisfied clauses watch two distinct undefined literals. Hence, none of these clauses is unit (which proves Prop. 3) or false (which proves 2).
Theorem 1. PO-CDCL is correct.
Proof. A SAT solver is correct iff any total assignment it returns is indeed a model of the input formula, i.e. if it satisfies all clauses. A total assignment can only be returned by PO-CDCL after a conflictless run of Propagate. According to Cor. 2, no clause is false under this assignment. As the assignment is total, no clause can be undefined either. So all clauses are satisfied, and the total assignment is a model.
Theorem 2. PO-CDCL is complete.
Proof. A SAT solver is complete iff it never erroneously reports a satisfiable formula as being unsatisfiable. Lemma 3 of [23] proves the completeness of CDCL by showing that the empty clause can be derived by recursively resolving the final conflict clause against the antecedents of its variables. This proof is also valid within CDCL because according to Prop. 2 all propagations are valid, hence all literals of its antecendent are still false, except for the propagation itself. The proof also shows that the resolution is finite, since the process doesn't resolve against the same variable twice. This is also still true in PO-CDCL, because ∆ + is a partial order (Cor. 1).
Theorem 3. PO-CDCL always terminates.
Proof. ∀i ∈ N, let Λ i and ∆ i be the set of decision levels and the associated partial order after the first i instantiations in the PO-CDCL search ("at time i"). If the search terminates after n instantiations, we will assume that ∀i > n, Λ i and ∆ i represent the state at the end of the search. PO-CDCL as we described it never actually deletes any decision level or dependency, so we can write ∀i < j ∈ N, Λ i ⊆ Λ j and ∆ i ⊆ ∆ j . Let us define the (possibly infinite) sets of all decision levels and dependencies during the search:
Thanks to the infinite chain of inclusions on (Λ i ) i∈N and (∆ i ) i∈N , ∆ ∞ is a partial order on Λ ∞ , and ∀i ∈ N, ∆ ∞ ∩ (Λ i × Λ i ) is a partial order on Λ i . Let Ψ be any total order extending ∆ i . Similarly, its restriction to Λ i × Λ i is a total order on Λ i . We now have a total order on all decision levels which is compatible with the local partial order at any point of the search.
∀i ∈ N, ∀j ∈ Λ ∞ , let us note k i (j) the number of variables instantiated at level j at time i (or at the end of the search if it terminated after less than i instantiations).
is a function that orders all non-empty decision levels at time i according to Ψ. Finally, let us define
f (i) is defined, as in Lem. 1 from [23] , such that one variable at a decision level j has more weight that the sum of the weight all variables at higher decision levels. As in this lemma, it proves that f (i) is a strictly growing function until the search finishes. Indeed, when some decision levels are uninstantiated, their weight is compensated by the assertion added at assertion level, which is strictly lower than all undone levels.
1 Similarly, the weight of a decision level can decrease when a decision is taken in a formerly empty level with a lower ρ order, but again their weight loss is compensated by the higher weight of this new decision. As
Algorithm 8 Analyze(φ)
/* φ is the false clause detected during unit propagation */ /* γ will be the conflict clause produced by conflict analyzis */ γ ← φ while {|{l ∈ γ | λ(l) = λ}| > 1} do /* there remains more than one literal of level λ in γ */ l ← Last(γ, λ) /* pick the last instantiated literal of level λ in γ */ γ ← γ ⊗ var(l) α(l) /* resolution of γ and α(l) on the variable of l */ f (i) strictly grows as long as the search continues and can only take a finite number of values, the search is finite. Proof. A shown by Alg. 8, if the conflict clause is produced without any resolution, it means that the false clause φ only contained one literal of level λ. This implies that before the propagation round responsible for the conflict, either φ was already false or it was unsatisfied with only one undefined variable. Both possibilities can be ruled out using the proof of Lem. 1. Hence all clauses learnt during PO-CDCL are non-redundant. Before the backtrack, γ contains by definition exactly one literal at the conflict level. Since the conflict level is always undone by the backtrack, γ is unit after the backtrack unless another decision level involved in the conflict is undone. The latter case is impossible by definition of the assertion level (see Alg. 6). Therefore γ is useful.
Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the practical efficiency of PO-CDCL, we implemented PO-Glucose 2 as a modification of state-of-the-art solver Glucose 1.0 [2] . Glucose was chosen because it has ranked as one of the most efficient solvers on application benchmarks during the last SAT competitions and races [1] and is based on miniSAT [7] which has also been a regular winner of these competitions.
Our implementation does not explicitely store the entire partial order ∆; instead, we only keep track of all direct dependencies between decision levels. The algorithm only requires to find all levels depending directly or indirectly of candidate assertion levels during the AssertionLevel procedure, which can be easily done by a few recursive traversals of the dependency tree from these levels. Maintaining the full transitive relation ∆ would require a time-expensive enforcement of transitivity after each new propagation, which is much less efficient according to our preliminary tests.
For the choice of the assertion level, we kept in our experiments the basic CDCL strategy by choosing amongst candidate assertion levels the latest created one. We don't modify restarts (they still undo all instantiations except top level assertions), nor their frequency. Table 1 : Compared performances of Glucose without phase saving (TO), Glucose with phase saving (TO-phase) and PO-Glucose (PO) on the set of 300 application benchmarks from the SAT 2011 competition. The first line shows the total solving time for each implementation (tot.), counted in days, hours and minutes. Each instance was given a time limit of one hour, the number of instances that couldn't be solved within that limit is indicated in column #to. The second line gives the total number of clause checks needed for solving all instances (checks are counted in billions). Limit was set to 100 billions of checks for each instance, the number of unsolved instances is again given in column #to. Glucose uses phase saving by default. As we partly designed PO-CDCL as an alternative to phase saving, we disabled it in our implementation PO-Glucose. Moreover, preliminary experiments indicated us that enabling phase saving in PO-Glucose almost always caused a signification degradation of performances. In order to make sure that performance differences were not solely caused by disabling phase saving, PO-Glucose was compared with the original Glucose implementation including phase saving, but also with a slight variant where phase saving was disabled. Experiments were conducted on a 3.16 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU with 3 GB of RAM, running a Ubuntu 11.10 OS.
Our tests confirm that in practice the PO-CDCL algorithm is able to save instantiations compared to regular CDCL during the solving of any non-trivial benchmark, although the average number of instantiations saved per conflict varies a lot amongst benchmarks (from less than one to several thousands).
In order to test the behaviour of PO-Glucose on a wide range of SAT benchmarks, we ran it on the set of 300 application benchmarks from the SAT 2011 Competition. Results are summarized in Table 1 . They clearly show that in general PO-Glucose tends to degradate solving performances compared to Glucose, no matter if phase saving is enabled or not. If we compare PO-Glucose with Glucose with phase saving (the best performing of both Glucose variants), only 26 of the 300 instances are solved faster by PO-Glucose, while 153 are to the contrary solved slower than by Glucose. Glucose is globally slightly less efficient when phase saving is disabled, but even then it still clearly outperforms PO-Glucose.
This counterperformance is partly due to the cost of maintaining and handling dependencies during solving. As we pointed it out, unit propagation is one of the most frequent operation performed during SAT solving and is often responsible for the largest part of the solving time. For all propagations, PO-CDCL requires to ensure that the current decision levels depends on the decision levels of all variables in the antecedent clause. This task is relatively lightweight, but as it occurs very frequently it results in a sensibly slower solving: on average, PO-Glucose performs about 30% less clause checks than Glucose in the same time, and in some extreme cases this decrease can reach 75%. Our implementation of PO-CDCL thus starts with a handicap over the regular CDCL and has to drastically reduce the solving trace in order to outperform it in terms of solving time.
Also, PO-CDCL actually follows a longer search path than CDCL on many instances, despite our original intuition. For instance, amongst the 153 instances on which PO-Glucose takes more time than Glucose, it also performs more clause checks on 143 of them. Since the CDCL algorithm is very sensitive to variations, the partial order may have negative side-effects on some aspects of the algorithm, for instance on the dynamic VSIDS heuristic used to choose decision variables. We think the issue is that on many instances the advantages gained from using a partial order are outweighted by these drawbacks. The principle of PO-CDCL being to take advantage of some independence between decision levels, the obvious question is whether this is a frequent phenomenon in SAT solving. During the solving of a problem, if decision levels often depend on all or most previously created levels, PO-CDCL will behave very similarly to CDCL. In that case the overhead of PO-CDCL obviously comes with little benefit. The independence between decision levels can be measured by the density of the partial order ∆.
At any point of the search, let l be the current number of decision levels (not including level 0). We will define the cardinality of ∆ as |∆| = |{(i, j), i < ∆ j}|, i.e. the number of dependencies between decision levels. The maximal cardinality for l decision levels is |∆| max (l) = (l − 1)(l − 2); it is reached iff ∆ is a total order on the l levels. The current density of ∆ is then defined by δ(∆) = |∆| |∆|max(l) . A low density (near 0) means that there are very few dependencies between decision levels compared to the maximum possible number of dependencies given the current number of decision levels. Conversely, a value of δ(∆) approaching 1 denotes a high amount of dependencies and means that ∆ is close to defining a total order on decision levels. Considering the previous discussion, we expect PO-Glucose to perform better on instances with a low average value of δ(∆) during its execution. Table 2 shows this average value on some example instances, or more exactly a lower bound of it: the average value of δ(∆ dir ) = |∆| dir |∆|max(l) where ∆ dir is the set of direct dependencies between decision levels. These examples seem to validate our intuition that PO-Glucose has more chances to ameliorate performances on instances with low level dependencies. Instances that PO-Glucose solves significantly faster than both Glucose variants often have only around 5% or less of the maximum possible direct dependencies. On the contrary, PO-Glucose tends to generally degradate the solving performance on instances having an average direct density of 30% or more. Partial order CDCL thus has indeed more chances to be efficient on instances where decision levels interact moderately with each other.
Although most SAT instances we thoroughly examined have little independence during Table 3 : Solving performances of total order Glucose without (TO) and with (TO-phase) phase saving and PO-Glucose (PO) on two benchmark families of formal verification of microprocessors. All tests were run with a time limit of 1 hour. For each test the necessary amounts of time (in seconds) and of clause checks (in millions of checks) is given, and the best performance amongst the three solvers is printed in bold. Average direct density of ∆ is respectively 1.5% on pipe_sat_1.0 and 5% on pipe_unsat_1.0. Some instances of pipe_unsat_1.0 have been ommited: 2pipe_k, which in solved in less then 1s and 1M clause checks by all solvers, and 10pipe_k to 14pipe_k, which all 3 solvers are unable to solve within the time limit. the search, we identified at the opposite some benchmark series where all instances share a low dependency level, resulting in most cases in significant solving speedups. For instance, table 3 shows detailed statistics obtained on two benchmark sets from formal verification of microprocessors [22] . These benchmarks have particularly low dependency between decision levels, as shown in the caption of Table 3 and on a couple of examples in Table 2 , and POGlucose significantly outperforms both versions of Glucose on most instances. Moreover, the management of dependency structures is particularly time-expensive on these instances. Thus the performance of PO-Glucose is even more significant when purely algorithmic indicators are considered, such as the total number of checked clauses: speedups up to one or even two orders of magnitude are common. This means that on these instances partial ordering CDCL consistently manages to explore the search space much more efficiently than the regular CDCL algorithm. Moreover, one family contains satisfiable benchmarks and the other unsatisfiable benchmarks. Thus PO-CDCL can be efficient not only for reaching quickly a model of the instance, but also for pruning the search space.
Conclusion
In this paper, we addressed the issue of information loss in CDCL algorithms during conflictdirected backtracks. We designed a variation of CDCL that defines a partial order on decision levels, and showed this order allows to undo less instantiations during backtracks, while keeping all essential properties of the algorithm. Finally, we implemented our algorithm in a state-of-the-art SAT solver and evaluated its efficiency. We noticed that PO-CDCL performs particularly well on benchmarks where the partial order as a low average density during the search. Moreover, some series of benchmarks are characterized by a consistently low density and can be solved significantly faster by PO-CDCL. We are currently exploring some avenues to further ameliorate performances on instances that we already identified as relevant to partial order CDCL. For instance, the choice of the assertion level was set rather arbitrary in the experiments presented above, but using more relevant strategies to choose this level can lead to even better performances on the formal verification instances on which we focussed in this paper.
